
Transforming
mindsets through
speaking
engagements
and workshops
designed to
engage, educate
and empower
people into
action.

“Thank you so much, Ant! Your energy is
infectious and I'm grateful for you and

these tools!”

“Ant, you are always so awesome and full
of energy. Your workshops are incredible.”

Anthony is a masterful speaker, trainer and peak
performance strategist, known for his ability to
transform and electrify a room. He has worked with
a leading behavioral scientist to develop enriching
learning experiences and was, among a handful of
people selected, trained, and traveled with Tony
Robbins.

He has a contagious presence and a deep,
expansive depth of knowledge from training and
over a decade of experience as a speaker; being in
thousands of rooms and having a front row seat to
human behavior. Ant has an insatiable hunger to
stretch who he is and what he gives, cultivating
energy rich experience that transform people’s
lives alongside his exuberant, "Better than 2 cups of
coffee before 9 AM and lightening in bottle"
delivery style.

Serving people at a global level, Ant has a colorful
background in training and strategy, which allows
him to be versatile in his ways to educate, engage,
and empower people to take action.

As seen on

What people are saying...



“Ant is an insightful and inspiring people leader who can recruit your heart
and mind to think differently about new ways to approach opportunities and
consider creative approaches to challenges. Whether speaking with a room of
1000 or 1, Ant seeks to understand, demonstrate awareness, and adapts the
message and lesson to the context and interests of his audience. Ant is always
learning and sharing new ideas, motivating those he encounters in all walks
of life and at all levels of experience. Every interaction with Ant is an
opportunity for growth.” –– Michelle Dietz, Head of Sales Enablement and
COO, Wayfair B2B

“Ant is uniquely talented in his ability to engage large audiences. He routinely
delivered compelling 60-90 minute sessions to our entire department of over
1,000 individuals during our on-site meetings, seamlessly blending
motivation, psychology, and actionable takeaways tailored to our group’s
needs. His consistent high energy, coupled with a profound understanding of
psychology and sales techniques, always left a lasting impression on our
teams.” –– Dan, Head of Global Revenue Operations, Wayfair

"Anthony provides the best parts of so many different life aspects with his
training: “how” to approach life from a brain chemistry perspective, “why” to
execute strategies from a psychology perspective, and then “what” to do from
the joy-for-living perspective. One always comes out better on the other side
of spending any time with Ant, so get all you can..." –– Phil, Partner, at Morgan
& Morgan

“It is my distinct honor to recommend Anthony. Anthony is a heart-lead,
purpose-driven leader. Anthony's ability to impact a room of people, as well
as individuals is world-class.” –– Neal, Executive Leader, Tony Robbins 

Looking to cultivate an
experience for your team,
or know of someone
seeking a workshop? Let’s
chat.

anthony@demario.co

www.demario.co

@antdemario


